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Whi te accu sed of crimes
Cignett i resigns amid allegations of involvement
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Veteran's Day Retreat: Members of the marines and Coast
Guard perform ceremonies on the quad, Wednesday.
(Staff photo by Debra Willis)

A court case has been filed
with the Student Court against
the Student Government Association Vice-Presiden t David
White, suggesting "the commencement of an impeachment
trial."
Also, Sharon Cignetti has
resigned from the post as
Executive Advisor to the SGA.
President, amid allegations that
she and White committed larceny
over 100 "Homecoming "
T-shirts.
Chairman of the Congress
Patrick Pearce and Congressman
at Large Chris Perra are the two
members who are filing the case
with the Court.
The case is based on the
grounds of abuse of power and
neglect of duty against White,
according to the petition which
was filed. Cignetti was not

David White

Sharon Cignetti

~~~~~~-,,~~~~~~-

\\The evidence presented shall show dlrect links with the defendan t. The Jmplications of these facts will lead to inevitable conclusion of wrongdoin g on the
part of the plaintiff."
1al1en 11om a brio\ p1epo1ed by

Eckman admires academic balance
By Ed Ward
Comment . staff
"The balance between Liberal
Arts and Sciences at Bridgewater
State College is quite unusual
and quite distinguished," stated
Dr. Robert H. Eckman during his
visit.to Bridgewater State College
last week. Eckman was the last
of the three candidates, chosen by
the Presidential Search Committee, to tour the campus.
Eckman was th.e focus of a
general reception held Thursday,
November 3 in. the . Heritage
Room of the Maxwell Library.
At this event, he was able to give
a short ·speech, and afterwards
converse· with faculty, staff and
students in attendance.
Eckman's .short speech con-

centrated on the institution of
Bridgewater State College. He
expressed his ac\miration of
Bridgewater's well balanced curriculum of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and stated that,
"Bridgewater stands to benefit in
the years ahead."
.
He spoke of the college as a
strong success story and stated "It
would give me great pleasure to
be a part of it."
He then thanked everyone for
their hospitality and opened the
floor to questions. Several
questions foe used on his
management style and ability to
encourage the development of
new programs.
Eckman explained that he's a
hands on person. "I like to

cont. onp. 3
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commit ·larceny wjth regards .to
the 100 T-shirts)' White's
"neglect of duty" is being termed,

as this alleged larceny would
"cause considerable financial loss
to the students of Bridgewater
State College."

Apparently. Medeiros had
asked for Cignetti's and White's
resignation at a meeting held
during the week beginning
October 31.

Cignetti resigned from her
pos1t1on
on Wednesday,
November 2. White, however,
apparently declined Medeiros'
cont..onp. 3

Gree k Council may agree to
allow Alph a Epsilon's retur ri
By David Flannery
Comment staff
At their meeting November 8,
the Greek Council voted to decide

council.
The council asked that Alpha
Epsilon provide a list of all
active members, the name of an
advisor and planned activities for
the year. The three representatives
of Alpha.Epsilon could not provide a ·~ist of members or the
name of an advisor because they
are presently unrecognized by the
council and the administration.
They indicated that they would
provide both names of members
and a list of potential advisors at
next weeks meeting before the
vote is taken.
years.
.

next week on whether or not to
·allow. the Alpha Epsilon· fraternity back into the council as a
recognized member. The move
comes following Alpha Epsilon's
two-year absence from the coun- cil following the "pig.incident"
during Greek Week in the spring
of 1987, as well as. some hazing
law violations.
Alpha needs a two-thirds vote
of the council next week to gain
re-entrance on probation as a nonvoting member and later, at the
Other requirements include
end of the academic year, will
reporting to .. the Greek Council
every two weeks. on activities,
need a one:-hundred percent vote
to be accepted back on the coun- · doing .two service projects, and
cil as a full voting member. At must abide by the Greek Council
the meeting,; three members of Constitution and the· state hazing
laws. They will also be allowed
Alpha Epsilon addressed the
council on why their fraternity ! to Rush next semester .the ame
, should be taken .back, using : way as other fr~ternities and
information guidelines set by the sororities.

The members of Alpha Epsilon are hoping th:ll they can be
voted in and then be able to get
as many pledges as they can.
They are also lookng for a place
to meet, such as a house.
Overa11, they want to become
active, again and recieve pledges,
which is something they say they
cannot do until they are
recognized.
If the council accepts Alpha's
request to be entered back into the
council as a non-voting member,
this will take place on several
conditions. First, Alpha Epsilon
will be a non-voting member of
the Greek Concil but will be
allowed to participate in, activities. Second, they will be on
probation for the rest of the
academic year, at which time a
vote will be taken as to whether
they should be allowed in as full
members once again. Thirdly, if
they violate their probation, they
can be tenninated for no less than

cont. onp. 3
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Ravi Chop ra infor ms Brid gewa ter of soIDe
the ecomonic and social prob lems of India

___,,___

By Sharon Cignetti
Contributo r

Dt. Ravi Chopra, the Director

of the People's Science Institute
in Dehra Doon, India came to
speak to Bridgewa-ter State

'The rich get richer
the poor keep
getting poorer '

'-Dr. Ravi

problems that India is facing were
the main topics of discussion.

opra-

Chopra blamed the problems
of the country on the government

and their Green Revolutio n
Program. The governme nt is
exploiting the countries land for
·monetary purposes. "By helping
increase the wealth of the nation
will help increase the wealth of
the peaple. 11 This will happen by
the trickle down theory. "This is
the theory of the Indian Republic.
Chopra has not seen any of the

wealth trickle down. "The "rich
get richer and the poor keep
getting poorer."
India faces· major problems·
because of the exploitation of the
environme nt. Chopra stated,
"Anytime you change the
environme nt you effect life."
India's environme nt has been
altered by the overuse of
. agricultural soil and the removal

Mystery Photo

(Staff photo by Martha Thomson)

Take a look at the photo above. Do you know what
this is a partial photo of, and where it is located? If you
cannot figure it out, don't worry. The answer to this
question will appear in next week's issue.

Homecoming 1989 to be Discussed

of trees.
The population of India will

reach one billion by the year
2000. To deal with the country's

dense population , they have
stepped up food production. The
effects of intensive agriculture is
nutrients

decreases
productiv ity. This is a
governmen t project known as the
Green Revolution .. Chopra said,
"the government is buying time,
20-40 years at the most."
The removal of trees for
industrial use has had adverse
effects. Only 11 % of India has a
productive forest. It is a country
which was once covered with
forest. ''The loss of the forest
effects the soil," he stated. The
which

cont. onp.5

The Acting Vice President of Student Services, Dean
Martha Jones, has contacte d the Chairma n of the
Campus Center Program Committee, Stephen Abreu,
concerning Homecoming 1989. Jones will be convening ·
the 1989 Homecoming Committee.
e p
n e,
1eve t at we are a m agreemen t
that planning for Homecom ing Weekend needs to be
started months in advance."
Therefor e, at the advice of Student Governm ent
Associat ion Presiden t Marcia Medeiros and of the
Division of Stl.,ldent Services, Jones will convene the
Homecoming planning committee.
The first meeting is set for November 15, at 4:00 p.m.
At Homecoming '88, a variety of other events marred
the weekend festivities, including approximately the 20
people who were arrested and placed in protectiv e
custody.

Bridge water in Progra mming Contes t
On Novemb er 5, Bridgew ater State College was
represent ed at the Northeas t Regional Program ming
Contest The Bridgewater teain placed eighth in a field of
20 New England colleges and universities.
The team which represented the school was chosen by
members of the Math/Computer Science department, and
was organized by Professo r Gail Price. This was the
second time that the college had fielded a team.
The team was comprise d of Maria Lampros , Mary
Brown, Yong Hong Ren, and David Clemons.
The event was sponsore d by the Associa'tion of
Computing Machinery.

·An education for those who-can't.look the other way.

Year book Club Photos Dates Set
1The

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you.At Boston~
Bouve College of Human
Developmen t Professions
you can learn to assist
'others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time or full·
time basis combining classroom theory with practical,
hands-on experience'.

Call (617) 4!37-2708 or write

Master of Education
·Programs

to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Science

Programs

•Counseling
•Consulting Teacher.of
Reading
. • Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Developmen t
· • Rehabilitation
Administration

• Counseling Psychology
•Exercise Sciences
• Human Resource
Counseling
•Physical Education
·Recreation, Sport, and
Fitness Management
•Rehabilitati on Counseling
• Speech-Language Pathology
& Audiology

·Special Education
Nondegree Certificatio n
Programs
• Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern

Yearbook staff is making appointm ents for all
clubs and organizations to have their pictures taken for
the 1989 yearbooks.
, The dates the Yearbook has set for appointments are
from Monday, Novembe r 14 until Thursday, Novembe r
18, from 3;00 p.m~ until 8:00 p.m. on each' of those
days .. Photos will be taken in the Lower Foyer of the ·
Campus Center.
Clubs and organizations can call 697-1200, ext. 2266
to set up appoint:I,llents.

Thought for the Week

University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action univer~ity.

"So when some dearjoy loses its beauteous summer
glow; think: how the roots of roses are kept alive in the
snow."
-Alice Cary
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White accused of larceny

3

Gree ks
cons ider
Alph a's
retu rn
t J·

cont.from p.1
request.

Photo by Debra Willis

Can did ate ·Ec km an
visits the cam pus
cont.from p. l
educate myself on what's going
on. n Along with his hands on
managem ent style, he believes
"It is tl1e President 's job to
make sure the right programs
are put forward.
One of the last. questions

~~led

by a student and was·. on the
' subject of attendanc e policies.
The student asked Eckman to
explain his point of view on

the subject.
Eckman answered that a
college, which prides itself on
teaching, must realize that part
of an education is mastery of
subject matter and part is the
college experience.

the closet was complete d, the
T-shirts had re-appeared.
"But, there are only three
people who have keys to that
closet," he said. 11 These people
are Marcia (Medeiros), Dave, and
the SGA Secretar y, Anne

Plante."
No date has been set on when

the Student Court will hear this
r.ase.

Other requirem ents include
reporting to the Greek Council
every two weeks on activities,
doing two service projects, and
must abide by the Greek
Council Constitut ion and the
state hazing laws. They will
also be allowed to Rush next
semester the ame way as other
fraternities and sororities.
The members of Alpha Epsilon are hoping that they can
be voted in and then be able to
get as many pledges as. they
can. They are also lookng for a
place to meet, such as a house.
Overall, they want to become
active again and recieve
pledges, which is somethin g
they say they cannot do until
they are recognized.

Movie Loung e Sched ule for 11/11 to 11115
FRIDAY
10 Baby Boom
12 Spaceba lls
2 Flashdan ce
4 Ghostbu sters
6 Outrageo us Fortune
8 Vice Versa

SATUR DAY
1 Spacebal ls
3 Flashdan ce
S Ghostbus ters
7 Outrageo us F

SUNDA Y
1 Flashdan ce
3 Ghostbus ters
5 Outrageo us F
7 Vice Versa

MONDA Y
10 G hostbust ers
12 Outrageo us F
2 Vice Versa
4 Baby Boom'
6 Spaceba lls
8 Flashdan cc

plained Eckman, is. the· faee to
face contact between .Student
and instructo r that is so
important in teaching.

'It&.nica! Papers - 'TermPapers -1?J,potts - !Rpumes
10P QUALIT Y
GUARAN TEED DELIVER Y
WHEN ONLY THE BEST IS ACCEP fABLE
Free pick-up & delivery in Middleboro- Bridgewater area
NEXT DAY SERVIC ES AVAILA BLE

Prices start at $1.SO/page

(508)947-8663

Weekends pay off at Tulbots
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landsber ger then said that a
few days after the inventory of

cont.from p. 1
two years and no more than
five years.

· · · ·The college ex:J:)erieJice; ex.;

Professiona{ Writ ing Service

Call Al Carmi chael

Cignetti stated that she was
not involved in the conspirac y to
steal the T-shirts. She did know.
however, about their disappear ance.
"I knew of the shirts
disappea rance from the beJWnning," said Cignetti. When I
found this out, I told Marcia
(Medeiros)."
She then said that Medeiros
spoke to the Advisor of the
SGA, Timothy Millerick , about
the missing shirts. Neither
Millerick , White, nor Medeiros
were able to be reached for
comment on Cignetti's statements.
Cignetti mentionn ed that her
discussio n of these events with
SGA President Medeiros occurred
during her first week in office.
Another Congress man, Curtis
Landsber ger, stated that there was
an inventory done on the closet
in the SGA Office, where all
material from Homecom ing and
other college events had been

kept.
The inventory, as Landsber ger
stated. was conducted on Tuesday,
October 18, after that night's
SGA meeting.
Accordin g to Landsbe rger,
White stated that he had returned
the T-shirts to the closet the
Sunday before the inventory of
the closet. Upon completin g that
task, however, the shirts were not
present.
Said Landsber ger, "we conducted a thorough count of every
item that was in that closet.
There were no Homecom ing
(1988) T-shirts in there. 11

Openings for Personal Shoppers
Work Saturdays & Sundays, 9:30 am · ·6 pm
New Weekend Shift Differential
New Salary Program
Seasonal Incentives
Merchandise Seminars and Complete 'fraining

Here's a great opportunit y to make more of your weekends, and join
a leader in classic women's clothing and ac.cessories. As a personal
shopper you'll assist customers calling us from ac;:ross the country.
You'll help them select from our catalogs using your creative fashion
sense and good communic ation skills. In addition to excellent pay,
you'll also get a 20% merchandise discount and complete training,
with no experience required. Spend your weekends earning instead
of spending. Call Ruth Bennett now at (617) 749-7600 , Ext. 4009,
or stop by Talbots, Employment Entrance, 175 Beal Street, Hingham
MA 02043. Talbots is an equal opportunit y employer.

THE TRADI TION CONTI NUES

OUTLET

25% OFF
OU R AL.R EAD Y-L OW PRI CE ON

EV ER Y

D EN IM IT E M
SAL E DAT ES: THU RSD AY, NOV . lOth SUN DAY , NOV . 13T H
OPE N VET ERA N'S DAY AT 1:00
Store hours; Mon., Tues., Wed .• Fri. 10-:-5 Thurs. 10-8 SaL 10-6 Sun.. 12-5
100 North Front Street • New Bedfor d, Ma 02740 • (508) 999-13 00

Off 195. west, take exit 17, bear left, take third left. Off 195 east, take. eXit 16, follow
signs to store
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The pitfalls of reg istr atio n
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
It's that time of year again,
when students across Bridgewater
State College register for their
spring semester courses.
Registration began earlier this
week.. on Monday, November 7,
and will conclude on Friday,
November 18.
When students register,
however, there are several aspects
which they should keep in mind.
First, students should make
appointmen ts with their
respective advisors early in the
registration period, as to avoid
the annual "crunch" which occurs
at the end of the semester.
This will alleviate the search
for advisors, who will be
shuffling busy schedules as the
registration period comes to a
close.
Also, meeting with one's
advisor will allow the student to
determine which courses must be
taken to satisfy General
Education Requirements (GER's),
and ones which fulfill vacancies
in a student's major and minor
fields of study.

Students who register should
also try to avoid the "nine most
common mistakes" of filling out
the registration fonn.

Students should always list
alternatives to their "first choice"
classes - another section of the
one chosen as a student's first
pick. This will ensure a better
possibility of receiving a class.
even if it is with a different
teacher or time.
Correctly fill in the numbers
on the registration sheet. The
three problems which arise here
are that students do not fill in the
correct circle. choose the wrong
number from the course listings,
or do not completely fill in the

circles.
One aspect which students
should look for is the problem of
time conflicts.
The computer system which
reads the registration forms acts
according to where courses fit in
to time schedule. If any of a
student's courses overlap in time
frames, the computer will assign
a student the earlier course.
Also. students who use the
waiting list option tend not to
receive the desired courses. Thus,

the waiting list is not advised to
be used as a means to place into a
course.
Another point to watch is
to make sure that the students fill
in the social security number
correctly.
Also, read the course selection
book to make sure that the course
a student is choosing has no
restrictions upon it.
When signing up for a
laboratory course, student are
reminded to make sure they sign
up for both the correct lecture and
lab ~ombination.
Tearing or bending the course
form can result in a misread by
the computer, and a loss of
courses.
Above all, students must use a
number two pencil. If this is
not used, the computer will not
read the registration form, and the
student will have wasted valuable
time in this process.
A reminder to those students
who register after the November
18 deadline. There will be a
$25.00 late fee added on to this
process. If this fee is not paid, a
student will not he permitted to
register.

He re & Th ere
INTERNATIONAL===============
Nicaragu a Bans Aid to Oppositi on
The Sandinista Government has passed a series of new
laws and decrees, which bans any opposition groups
from accepting aid from the United States.
Vice President Sergio Ramirez Mercado stated t~at
violators of these said laws would be charged with
treason. He said, "it is a crime to use funds from the
United States Congress, because they are part of the
campaign against Nicaraguan sovereignty and integrity."
Congress recently approved a bill which provi~ed for
$2 million in aid to civillian opposition groups m that
country. This new law makes the use of that money, for
these purposes, illegal.

Shipyard Strike in Poland Possible
The possibility of a nationwide strike in Poland grew
stronger, as Solidarity Leader Lech Walesa threatened to
call for the strike, unless Polish authorities reversed their
decision to close a shipyard.
.
The Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk, the birthplace of the
Solidarity movement, was closed On October 29.
Walesa stated that he would "call for the fulfillment of
the strike on Tuesday, November 15 if no solution had
been found."
Over 2,000 people turned out to hear Walesa's speech
following Mass at St. Brigida's Church

NATIO NAL== ====== ====== ======
Sakharo v visits the U.S.
Andrei Sakharov arrived in New York and then
proceeded to Boston on· a two-week tour· as a board
memebr and official Soviet Delegate to a new Foundation
for the Survival and_Developm~nt .of Humanity, FSDH,
concerns such as nuclear arms control, internation al
security, human rights, and environmental protection,
among others.
FSDH also has offices in Stockholm, Moscow, as
well as in Washington.
Sakharov's visit to the Western countries comes two
and one-half years after Soviet Leader Mikhail released
him from exile.
·

Voting- Members from the BridqewOte r community vote in the Presidential Elections, which
were held on Tuesday, November 8. (Staff photo by John Bums)

If you care, take the time to listen.
\'

'

I.'

Needle Exchang e Program Initiated
The first governmen t sponsored "needle exchange"
program will commence this week in New York City, in
the hopes of stopping the spread of AIDS in that city.
The city an9- the workers associated with this project
will give drug addicts clean hypodermi c needles in
return for the ones they ha:ve already used.
City officials expect large forces of opposition to meet
the small group of a<:fdicts who have agreed to participate·
in this 'experimentt, when they show up at the city's
Health Department 's Manhattan headquarters.

LOCAL=======================
Election Results

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession'?
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,
language and hearing disorders.
Boston-Bouv e College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Langu age Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.
Graduate assistantship s and other financial aid are available.
Call (617) 4:37-2708, or write Graduate School. Boston-Bouve
College of Human Professions, 101) Doekser Hall. Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115. Because some peoplp\; prohlt>ms are worth listening to.
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Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
Uni.versify
An l'qual opp{)rtunity·affir rnative
anion univer.;ity.

In the· Massachusetts State Elections held oh Tuesday,
November 8, Senator Edward Kennedy, (Democrat )
won his election bid for a fifth term in the Senate, easily
defeating Republican nominee Joseph Malone.·
Jackie Lewis (Republican) won her third term as State
Representative by defeating Democrat Dan Clifford.
The four state-wide ballot questions all suffered defeat
on Tuesday. Question 1, which concerned the approving
of State Legislator's ·pay raise was defeated by a 2 to 1
margin, as was the· Question 3's proposal for farm
animal regulations.
Question 2, the proposal to repeal the prevailing wage
law, fell by a 15 to 20% margin. The proposal to shut
down all nuclear waste producing power plants in
Massachusetts was defeated by a margin over 25%.
Finally, Republican George Bush was elected to.be the
41 Presidento f the United States. He handily defeated
Massachus etts Governor and Democrati c Nominee
Michael Dukakis.
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Cho pra lectures abo ut the trials and trib ulat ions of India
cont. from p. 2

soil drys up which makes it
easier f« erosion to occur. With
the loss of trees, there is nothing
to hold the ground water in the
top soil. The rivers flow become
prone to flooding.
Chopra informed the audience,
"India is OD<f. pf.the world's major
dam producers. We're just like the
Tenness ee River Authorit y."
There has been a need because
floods have increased dramatically
over last few decades. Chopra
attributed this to the removal of
the forests.
Areas of India are either in a

state of flood or drought, the
forest situation s · is critical.
Ground water levels drop
substantially after the forest are
removed . Chopra said, "The
natural resources are disappearing .
rapidly." He blamed the problems
on the developmental policy that
took place after India's indepen-

dence.
Dr. Chopra told a story of the
resistance that the locals showed
toward the clearing of the forests.
He told of one particular villages
determination against the government and a lumber company. In

years earliyr to the resistanc e
much of the forest in the area had
been cleared. · The villagers
complain ed to the national forest
service to the effects mentione d
earlier. The forest service did not
help these people but authorize d
the clearing of the remainin g
forest.

Students, faculty. and people
across the United States will all
be asked to give up smoking for
one twenty-fo ur hour period, on
Thursday , Novemb er 17. This
day has become known as the
"Great American Smokeout."
The Great American Smokeout
is an annual opportun ity for
smokers to go smoke-fr ee for at
least one day in an atmosphere of
encourag ement and with positive
reinforce ment
State Senator Carol Amick,

the 1988 State Chairper son for
the "Great American Smokeou t"
in Massach usetts, states that
"this day is a great day to give it
(stopping smoking) a try, when
millions of other smokers
natiomyide are also quitting."
It has been proven that' it takes
at least three serious tries before
most smokers quit for good.
Amick said that, "on this day,
there are people who are willing
to help these smokers quit."
She also asks what better day
is there than now to start being a
"quitter."
Amick stated that over

suffering the consequences. Many
are leaving the rural areas for the
cities, which in tum adds to the
problem of the overcrowding of
the urban areas.
Dr. Ravi Chopra lecture
included interactio n between
himself and his audience. Slides
were shown which enabled the
listener to actually see the areas
that were being spoke of during
the lecture.

Due to the efforts of these
villagers a reforesta tion effort
took place in the area surrounding
the village.
The villagers protested but the
Most of India is not as
lumber company was still sent fortunate as that village. Many
in. The first time the company Indians depend on the forest for
came they were met by the men · their livelihoo d or the soils that
When he complete d his disof the village and sent away. The have been eroded because of cussion, he opened up to the
lumber company returned a deforestation. India is destroying audience for a question and
second time only to find the its landscape and the poor are . answer period.

Th e Great American Sm oke out
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

women of the village hugging
the trees. The protest was cont\nued by the villagers~ When
they ·perform ed a sit-in at tP.e
forest commission

5

320,000 deaths occur, per year,
across the nation from diseases
associate d with smoking . Such
ones are
lung cancer,
emphysema, and heart diseases.
This is the twelfth anniversary
of the "Great America n
Smokeou t," and the American
Cancer Society is sponsoring the
"Twelve Days of Smokeou t" for
those people who will try to stop
smoking for more than one day.
Amick asks that all people try
to quit smoking on Novembe r
17. As she said, "this is one day
when being a quitter is the best
idea to have."

The Comment is looking for people
.to help sell adver tising space. We are
.also looking for stude nts who are
•
inter ested in the desig ning of
adver tisem ents,
THE COMMENT

Anyo ne intere sted in these two _or
any other positions should conta ct
the Com ment at 697-1200, ext. 2158.
Or, stop by the office and ask for
Steve.
Lunch
Lunch-
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Ca mp us Police Lo g
Thursday, 27 October
0200 Request to relay
message to party in 1C.
1044 Lock-out - Kelly
gym. (Ofcr.I.eiba escorting party
and asmsting.)

1215 Faculty member
reporting wallet stolen from office and later found in restroom

minus money.
1321 Lock-out - Apts.
(Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1450 Ofer. Zieba on
transportfrom BmrillAe.Bl dg. to
Maxwell Lilrary.
1525 Coach Mazzaferro
reporting a vehicle parted on the
practice field.
1530 Atreq~ of Ofer.
Zeiba, Ellis Towing removing
MA reg. ti()()..SBT from fiels behind Kelly Gym.
1815 Lock-out - LGH
lot. (Ofer. Roginieliwic z assisting.)

1830 Ofer. Roginieliwicz clear. Unable to assist.
2104 BAT Bus reports
vehicles hindering passage in
front of Campus Centtt. Ofer.
Roginieliwicz en route.
2211 U. Vamese from
MCI addiction center reoom an
overdue party. ~upPosed to be
back at 2200.
2230 All dorms notitied
2238 Sgt. Cunningham
out at Hill. Male entering Shea
rear door.
Scott.

2336 Sgt. Cunningham
out with MA reg. 927-NYM,
LGH lot. Ofer. Roginieliwicz en

route.
2350 Five students
drinking in above vehicle. B~-
ball bat next to driver's seat confiscated. Owner advised he could
pick up in morning.

Friday, 28 October
0055 Car 1 transporting
parties from LGH lot to Wood.
0125
RD at Shea/
Durgin called for Sgt. Cunning-

-ham. Possible suicide attempt
0140 Ofrs. Pensinger<i Barney,
and Zadok out at Wood. Two
males trying doors.
0159 Sgt. Cunningham,
Ofer. Zadok transporting female
student to Multi-servic es in

Brockton.

0210 Car 2 transporting
party from Catholic Ctr. to Pope
Hall.
0235 Fire Alarm - Shea/

Durgin. Ofcrs. Pensinger, Barney. BFD en route.
0300 Sgt. Cunningham
out at Hill, meeting with Tim
Millerick.
0802
RA at Shea/
Durgin requesting transport for
student with gash on face. Car. I
en route, Infirmary notified.
0806 Car 1 en route to
St Luke's Hospital. with male
student. (from above)

1045 Bracelet found by
party in Financial Aid office.
Officer 2'.eiba to pick up bracelet
and bring to CP station.
1045 Student looking for
wallet. Called secretary, Management Science.
1200 Above wallet turned
in. Was found tossed near woods by
LGH lot $1.00 inside.
1210

Owner came to

claim wallet. Theft report filed.
1615 Car 1 - "Monster

Dash", Front of Campus Center.
·
1915 Request not to tow
car in front of auditorium; passenger is in a wheelchair.
1935 Re: Request above.
Car has HP plates, is now parked
side of auditorium.
2138 ~gt Cunningham,
Ofer. Zadok fourld opened door garage -- near BAT side. Secured

2 5 Ofer. Moore reports
two residents of Shea in violation of
alcohol policy. Students being returned to donn. 3d individual to be
added to unwanted guest list, (and
arrested if found trespassing on
state proi)erty.)
2220 Resident of Burrill
Ave. complained. Re: Loud party~
frat house, Burrill Ave. BPD/CP
follow up.

Saturday, 29 October
0040 Woodreports loud
parties in parking lot. Cars 1, 2 en
route. Unable to locate.
0220 Report .of male
parties trying to get into rear of
Pope. Cars 1. 2 en route.
0235 Car I 10-3 with
three Protective Custody.
0412 Fire Alarm - Shea/
Durgin. Ofcrs. Barney, Zadok en

route.
0645

Two parties re-

leased from Protective Custody.

Third party on default warrant to
MDC, taken into custody by same.
1017 Lockout-LG Hlot
(Car 1 assisting.)
1110 Party turns in pocketbook found in front of Hill.
Dispatcher knows owner, will return it.
1135 Professor allowed
into Burnell School for exam papers.
1319 Bristol Coiinty
Ambulance transporting Male athlete to St. Luke's from Swenson
field.
1420 Custom Foods notified of two employees' vehicles
to be removed from front of Campus Center.

1430 Vehicles ticketed.
1707 RD reports signs of
possible attempted arson in one of
Shea/Durgin restrooms. Ofer.
Moore responding.
1739
BPD requests
ofcrs. keep eye out for blue/white
Ford pick-up truck with four
youths in back, seen talcing pumpkins in Summer St area.
2114 Ofcrs.Moore,Roginieliwicz on transport from Shea/

Durgin to Pope.
2234 Group entering
Shea side fire door.~ RD notified.
2253 Ofer. Huegel reports MA ID confi~ from
Male subject at Apts. To be retmned to RMV.
2259 Report of approx.
ei ht males rear of She8/Dur ·

noise. Ofcrs. Moore, Roginieliwicz en route.
2325 Sgt. Cunningham,
Ofer. Zadok off at Apts., assisting
Ofer. Huegel with large group.

Sunday, 30 October
0001 Car 2 out, behind
Shea/Durgin with vehicle. Excessive speed on Burill Ave.
0200 Call about disturbance on four Durgin. All units en
route.
0225 Call about fight on
one Shea.. All units en route.
0240 Report of suspicious
party atWood. Car 1 responding.
0330 Fire Alarm - Shea/
Durgin. Car2, Apt. Detail responding.
0445 Car 1 assisting BPD
in chase, off-campus.
1030 Two vehicles out-.
sidepaintedl inesatLGHlo tmoved

at this time.
1220 Lock-out - Apts.
(Ofer. Fruzzetti responding.)
2249 Ofer. Roginieliwic z
on transport from LGH lot to
Wood.

Monday, 31 October

0020 Car 1 on transport
from LGH lot to Pope.
0745 Lock-out-W Hlot
0900 Lock-out-Ar tBidg.
(Car 1 assisting.)
1050 Chief Graca requesting two wreckers at CoVets
lot. Ace Auto, Ellis Towing en

route.

1932 Lock-out - K lot
(Ofer. Fagan assisting.)
2007 Taunton PD confinning warrant on party. Straight
wanant confirmed 1PD advises
they will bail party from their station.
2132 Front door to Art
Bldg. found propped open again.

2310 DMVok'din Gym
lot Blue/white Chevy Blazer (MA
228-LCY) will be moved by 0900
Wedne&fay.
2334 Ofer. Moore off at
Hill to speak with RD.

Wednesda y, 2 November

Ellis Towing re0010
Pope resident
moving MA reg. 675-KND.
called to request donn be opened.
1110 Ace Auto has settled Has
lost keys.
with owner of second vehicle.
0105 Call from resident
1300 Chief Graca meet- in Wood. Cars 1, 2 responding.
ing with student dispatc~ers. re:
0145 Partyletinto Pope.
..scheduling.
0630 Call to power plant.
1405 Ofer. Fruzzetti out Emergency generator running at
at Wood to serve summons
Burnell School.
#243236 to student.
0830 Lock-out - LGH
1751 Lock-out-Ha rring- lot. (Car 1 assisting.)
ton Hall. (Ofer. Roginieliwicz as1000 Chief Graca re1100

sisting.)

1857 Ofer. Roginieliwicz
issues verbal warning to vehicle for
not having tail lights.
2035 Female party calls
about missing car. Vehicle was repcis"Sessed by Shawmut Bank from
LGHlot.
2305 Ofer. Roginieliwicz
observes an intoxicated male in
roadway at Plymouth and Summer
Sts. R uested BPD. Party taken

Lincoln. (BPD)
2308 RD reports that license is missing from a guest who
left it at Shea/Durgin. Ofer. Pensiger responding.

Tuesday, 1 November
0100 Notified student of
medical emergency at home.
0330 Bldgs. checked and
secure. Some Halloween "decorations" (shavmg cream) in evidence.
1110 Lock-out - Wood

Dr. (Ofer. Fruzzetti assisting.)
1111 Minor accident at
Hooper St. and Burrill Ave. No
Personal Injury reported. Chief
Graca, BPD en route.
1624 Partyrequest sofcr.
to check health and well-being of
student in Scott. Ofer. Fagan en
route.
1640 Ofer. Fagan clear.
No one in donn room at this time.

tmned To station for meeting with

Comment reporter.
1010 Ofer. Fruzzetti assisting with Ace Auto, (gratis),
student over curb. vehicle parked

inWHlot.
1433 Ofer. Fruzzetti escorting Ellis Towing to area at rear
of Shea/Durgin .
1615 Shuttlesignin H.arrington lot missing.
74 Ofi

sage to student.
1829 Ofer. Moore transporting party from Wocxl to Shea/

Durgin.
1858 Report of odor of
Marijuana coming fom Scott

room. Ofer. Moore en route.
1912 Sgt. Cunningham
off at Hill for J-Board meeting.
1940 Ofer. Moore out
with vehicle at Wood.
1946 Ofer. Moore requests· Ace Auto for vehicle in'
CoVets fire lane.
1955 Ace Auto leaving
with MA 589-LWF. Red Ford.
1956 Party removing
vehicle from Wood fire lane.
.
2120 Student into station. re: Her vehicle being pushed
from space in CoVets lot. Report
filed.
2130 Partyintosta tionto
cont. on p. 7

Ox- Fam Fas t Day

-1•. Give-A -Buck --forth e Hungr y
(Resid ents can use Point- system Dollar s)

Thursday, November 17

2. Noon ,Praye r Servic e
Boyde n Hall steps, 12:05
aftewr ringing of bells

sponso red by Campus Minist ries

3. Fast for one meal
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Cam pus Police Log
cont.from p. 6
see Sgt Cunningham.

Thursday, 3 November
0001 Call from Hill, female with head injury. Cars 1, 2,
Ofer. Moore en route.
0010 Sgt. Cunningham
requests 260 to Durgin.
0025 Students into station to complain about condition
of Burrill Ave. near new donn.
0030 Female party transported to Brockton Hospitfil by

260.

Local law enforcement- Bridgewater's "Parking Enforcement Officer" is becoming a
familiar and annoying sight on campus. No student is safe from "Bronco Billy's" keen eye
for minor parking violations (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

son Field lot. Green Plymouth will
beremovedby 1700,4Novembe r.
1950 Lock-out - Science
lot. (Ofer. Fagan assisting.)
2057 Unidentified Male
caller reports he is going to climb
up the side of Wood to roof, where
he will perform unnatural acts.
Sgt.
Cunningham,
Ofcrs.
Fagan,Roginieliw icz en route.
2110 All personnel clear.
Call unfounded.
2230 Male party ordered
off campus for weekend.
2241 DR requests check
odor, second Shea.
2303 Professor let into
Library to get keys from office.
2350 Report of trash fire,
Swenson Field. Unfounded.

0040 Transport from station to Wood.
0135 Car 1 en route to
Brockton Hospital to pick up female party.
NOTE: MA reg. 539- Friday, 4 November
PFM found with door. open and
0900 President's ofice reradio removed in Grove St. lot.
quests seven spaces be reserved at
0820Lock-out-L GHlot.
rear of Boyden for meeting at
(Ofcr:Fruzzetti responding.)
0915. Mr. Perry en route with
0935 Ofer. Zeiba assist- cones.
Mrs. Amaral will meet at
ing student in Gym lot whose
designated area.
vehicle is being blocked by an0910Lock-out-L GHlot.
other.
Party will wait.
0945 Ofer. Zeiba on
0915 Dr. Taw requesting
transport from Infirmary to Swen- " "sweep"
of Burnell School lot.
son Field.
Staff rerouted earlier to Burrill
0948 Ofer. Martin, Ave. side of building. Lot full
of
(BPD) called requesting traffic violators. ·
assistance on passing funeral pro0949 Lock-out - LOH
cession.
lot. (Chief Graca assisting.)
· 1038 Ofcrs. Zeiba,
LATE: Vehicle reported
Fruzzetti on above traffic detail.
stolen, MA 465-MSC. Report
1155 Ofer. Fruzzetti dis- filed with BPD.
patched To Natick Ford with information in preparation for purchase
1010 ChiefGracachcc kof new Police Vehicle.
ing "':'.ume\\ Schoo\ \ot for viola1.94\) DM'\' oK'u,

sw~n-

ALL CLU BS AND ORG ANIZ ATIO NS
BUDGE T PACKETS FOR THE SPRING SEMES TER ARE NOW
AVAILA BLE IN THE STUDE NT GOVER NMENT OFFICE ON THE 3RD
FLOOR OF THE .CAMPUS CENTE R (NEXT TO. THE GAME ROOM).

PICK UP YOU RS TODAY!!!
BUDGE T PACKETS ARE DUE NQVEM BER 18, 1988 BY 3:00 P.M. IN THE

STUD ENT GOV ERM ENT OFFI CE.
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Variety of aviatio n organi zation s
are offered at Bridge water State

\Vhere are all the 'mover s'
and 'shake rs' on campus?
Apathy. n 1. lack of emotion. 2.
lack of interest; listless condition;
indifference. Syn. impassive,
lethargy, unconcern. Webster s
1

Unabridged Dictionary. The
Bridgewater State College campus
is filled with apathy.
When 90% of the resident
students go home on the
weekends, the remainders feel that
there are no activities to do. Yet
\vhen there are programs on
<::ampus, hardly anyone particir:>ates as in the Halloween
!vfasquerade Ball. College is often
said to be the best four years of
one's life.

Is staying locked away in a
i dorm room the epitome of fun?

1Are students waiting for Mr. Fun
to come knocking on their doors?
He does not exist.
Whatever happened to people
participating in events that are
made for the students? What do
the students want? Do the students
know what they want?

not <attend the lectures, dances, art
gallery openings and other such
programs.

How many students are
involved in activities? Do they
participate in any other events that
they do not sponsor? Where are all
the movers and shakers of this
college? Does anyone have any
pride for the social action of BSC

Aviation club is one of the programs

fun! Or is that a scary thought?
At the events such as a band in
the RAT, if people are willing to
go, they may meet a new person
or be exposed to a new style of

music. Wouldn't that be exciting?

Is that too presumptuous?
Should it be assumed that the
whole college academia is still

dating

their

high

school

sweethearts? Often people say that

their sweetheart does not know
anybody at the social events on
campus, so the couple stays in
their room all night.
Is 'sweetie-pie' not able to meet
anyone besides his/her true love?
If it is true love, their partner will
not be abandoned.
Many students complain that the
college activities are not fun. If
they are not considered fun, make
a better suggestion to a club.
Better yet, get involved with club.
Make a difference.

the possibilities and opportunities
available. There are many clubs to
appeal to a variety of interests and
.each can make an impact on the

· community.

Students do not take advantage
of the institution to which they pay
their tuition to. Make the most of
that money. The clubs are services
made by the students for the
students.

college?
Get involved!
College is a one shot deal. It is
There is more to a club besides
an opportunity for selfthe programming- it is a chance to
development, discovery of talents learn, share knowledge, with·
and people. To get experience with others, meet new people and share
life, should students stay' in their experiences.
·
sheltered rooms?
The world arid this college are
What about trying some happening around so many
experimentation and taking some · students who do not care. They
risks? The best learning should care. They should not
let
experiences come from learning college happen to them. Students
through mistakes.
should make college happen. It
Is the BSC academia afraid of happens only once, so
students
failing if they t j a new activity? should do what they can to make
Who knows, they may have some the best of it.

Photo Editor
Debra Willis

I am writing to inform all students,
particularly those in the Aviation Science
Program, about the BSC Aviation Club.
The club was formed by Tom Martin
and myself in December 1987. The
purpose of this organization is to promote
interest, education, and experience in the
field of aviation. This will be
accomplished by trips, films, and lectures
in all areas of aviaition.
When I ask students if they have ever
heard of the Aviation Club, a familiar
reply is: "Oh, you mean the fraternity,
Alpha Eta Rho?" No; these are two
different organizations.
Although both have a common interest,
there are some differences between the
Avi~tion Club and Alpha Eta Rho. This
is not to say that one is better than the
other. Each has its particular advantages
and disadvantages.
The Aviation Club is an official student
organization recognized by .the Student
Government Association. As such, the
club receives funds from the SGA for its
activities.
This semester's budget plan includes
trips to the Bradle
·

To the Editor:
Question: How can a state government,
predominately Democratic, with a
governor who is running for President
with platforms of pro-education and
pro-reduction of welfare roles, allow
educational funds to be delayed?
The funds I am speaking of are the
Massachusetts Part-time Grant/Adult
Learner Program (for older than average
students, principally on welfare) and the
Mass. Board of Regent's Scholarships
(awards based upon scholastic standing and
financial need). These funds help the
people he says he is for helping, yet these
funds are being. delayed as much as eight·
to twelve weeks.
The people who earn these

since 1927

Managing Editor

Stephen McPhee

Bryon Hayes

operation at Logan. These are free
activities open to all BSC students.
While membership in the fraternity is
selective, the Aviation Club is open to all
students, regardless of major. The only
requirement for membership is an interest
in some area of aviation, and to attend at
least some of the meetings.
These are held about twice a month.
The next meeting will be held on
Wednesday, November 16, 1988 at 7 p.m.
in the Campus Center Seminar Room
(located on the main floor ·near the
auditorium).
The Aviation Club is looking for
students to help with planning activities
and publicity. New members are welcome
at any time. Those who become involved
now will have the opportunity to run the
club next year, as most of its current
officers will be graduating in May.
I encourage any interested students to
get involved in the BSC Aviation Club
and start learning more about the dynamic
world of aviation. For more information,
contact club President Tom Martin in 315
Scott, or myself in 208 Scott, or call
697-7808.
Thank.You,

Board of Regen t's needs to step
up their delive rance of fundin g

The Coi nm ent

Ad Manager

Copy Editor

To the Editor:

Editor in Chief

Edmund F. Ward

grants/awards are depending on these funds
to help pay expenses associated with their
college studies so they won't have to take
from their families.
In one breath the politicians say Educate our poor and distressed so they
may become more productive citizens to
themselves and th~ state in which they
reside, and in the next breath they are
jeapordizing these individuals'ability to do
so.
Federal Funds are being distributed as
planned, Massachusetts State funds are
not.
Who is hurting? Certainly not those
who made the decision to delay these
funds.
Respectfully,
Vardis Riel ·

Arts & Entertaimnent Editor
Caitlin Andrews

Executive Editor
Jolm R. Bums, fil

Sports Editor
Paul Cournoyer

. Sta.ff: Micheal Abusheery, Peter Ashworth, John R. Brown, Kirk Van Dyke,
'
. Copy Editor
Ikwid Fl.annery, Marci Hahn, Christine Howard , Kevin Richards, and Charles Tsouprake
Mary Beth MacNeil
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Business Manager: Karen Melansen
Advertising Secretary: Patricia Hogan
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The ~omment is a s~udent sul?po.rted and operated weekly newspaper serving the academic community of Bridgewater State
Editorial Policy is
de~ermmed ~y ~he Ed1tor-In~Ch1ef m c_onsultation With the Executive Board. Republication of any material contained herein isCollege.
prohibited without the e ressed
written perm1ss1on of the Echter-in-Chief. All_ material s1;1brnitted becomes property of The Comment. Letters to the Editor are encouraged but
may be ~ed to
250 words ~d must be typ~d ..Lette~, _classified advertisements, and all other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are
available
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Wi nte r par kin g rules for Bri dge wa ter State College

Cam pus Police informs students to create fewer problems
To the Editor:
With the coming of the winter months~

I would like to offer some advice and to
include some reminder s regarding parking
restrictio ns as shown in the Bridgewa ter
State College Traffic and Transportation
Handboo k (1988-1989).
First, insure that parking decals for
Bridgew ater State College are affixed to
your motor vehicle as the diagram shown
opposite page 1 or as indicated on page 3.
Second, remove all decals that have
expired.

Third, should your vehicle become
disabled on college property or on a town
street, notify the Campus Police Office
immediately at 697-1380 .
Fourth, temporar y parking is not
allowed' on town streets. The use of
flashers on town streets is not acceptable.
Fifth, during snow storms or other
emergenc ies, resident students living in
resident halls are to check the bulletin
boards regularly and also listen for the
building paging system or the local radio
station for instructio ns (WBIM) as to
where vehicles are to be moved to if

necessar y to permit the· plowing of
walk.ways and parking areas.
Sixth, in accordan ce with paragraph 1,
page 5 of the Traffic Handbook, there is to
be no parking of student vehicles in
Harringto n Hall (lot C) during the period
of Novembe r 15, 1988 through March 31,
1989.
If for some reason you find that you
will be away from the campus for even a
short period of time during the winter
months, leave your keys with someone
who will be responsible for moving your
vehicle for you (page 14).

Most of the information listed above
was taken directly from the Traffic
Handbook. Any questions related to
· traffic policies should be directed to the
Chief of the Campus Police ~t 697-1380
or to the Office of Student Services at'

697-1276.
Any suggestions for modificat ions of
the present parking policies should be
directed in writing to the Vice President of
Student Services (page 1).
Fortunato Graca
Chief of Campus Police

Wh at can the SGA do for stud ents ?
Presi dent Medeiros would like to know
To the Editor:
As Student Governm ent Associati on
Presiden t, I feel that our role should not
only be to provide_ services for clubs and
other special projects on campus, but "also
to provide improvem ents around campus
that would affect the most amount of
students as possible. For example, fixing
up th~ Burrill Avenue student study room,
buying a career informati on computer, or
fixing a basketbal l court.
If

you have any ideas of this nature or

any commen ts concerni ng Student
Governm ent, it's tpe role we should be
doing, please forward them to the SGA
office, on the third floor of the Campus
Center, or call extension 2167 or 2168
Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m.
Thank you for your time and effort.

Most sincerely,

Stu den ts for Ma ssP IRG
To the Editor:

If you are concerned about issues that
affect your lives - issues like outrageous
insurance costs, toxic waste dumping,
water supplies so contaminated they can't
be used, nuclear energy, and hunger in
our own cities and towns, join
Bridgewa ter Students for MassPIRG.
We are forming this organizat ion so
that students can learn more about the
issues that MassPIR G deals with, and

make an informed decision about it. All
students are welcome and encouraged to
attend at least one meeting.
Meetings are held Fridays at 10 and 11

a.m. in the Campus Center (first floor).
The issues at hand will not only affect us
as students, but also our friends,
families, and children.

Thank You.
Scott Faria
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Comment-ary
Where has all of the students' money gone?
OMNIBUS
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Where has all the money gone?
Budget cuts have abounded across
Massachusetts colleges and
universities, siphoning money
from students pockets and campus
programs and activities.
But where has the money ended
up?
It has not been directed to the
colleges and universities in the
Massachusetts Higher Educational System.
In examining the number of
professors. and course selections

available,' for the corning
semesters, it is evident that there
have been dramatic cutbacks in the

si1.:e of courses and variety of ones
being offered.
It has not been directed to
students, for they are still paying
one time "emergency fees,"
and bi !!her tuition costs. This
trend
continue for some time
to come.
But, in looldng "up the ladder" in
the ranks of the higher educational
system, one can easily see where
student's money has gone.
Last May, the Board of Regents
for the Massachusetts Educational
System voted to raise the tuitions
of state colleges and universities a
total of ten to 15% annually for the
next five years.
Also, the budget request for 1988
was cut $52 million from the
overall total of $720 to the
approved total of $668 million.
That sum total of $668 was then

;in

Democratic party
needs direction
IN THE MIDDLE
By Christopher Perra
Columnist

ocrats" cannot be ignored.
These Dem!)Crats were the core
of the Democratic Party before
the shift in ideology around

This year's election is just
the party; they are so because
one more example as to why
they represent the mainstream
the Democratic Party must
of our country.
change its focus. Mainly after
It was a mistake to shift
1972, in reaction to the
away from the traditional poliVietnam War and the policies
cies. Who would ever guess
relating to it, control of the
that the Democratic Party of
Democratic Party shifted from
today
the same party of
those who believed in the
President Truman? Truman
traditional strong defense antl
was only like the Democrats of
foreign policies to those who
today in social and domestic
advocated much more liberal
policy. His Fair. Deal was as
policies.
liberal as any of the social
The Party continued . to
programs advocated by today's
pursue. a liberal social and
Democrats. Which,~of comse,
domestic agenda~ as it does
is .why the ·Republican contoday• However this combintrolled Congress blocked most
ation of liberal social as ·well
.of these proposal's. Proposals
as defense an.d .foreign policies
such as: ·guaranteed ·full ·emhas damaged the Party. The
ployment, .a. permanent Fair ·
Democratic Party must conEmployment' Practices Comtinue· its focus on liberalism in
mittee. increased minimum
social and domestic issues, and
wage, extended.social security
shift its focus back lo a more
benefits,
price and rent conconseryative policy in defense
trols,
public
housing projects
and foreign issues.
insurance.
and
public
health
It can be argued that the.
American .voters. favor this
However, his foreign· and
shift, when it is taken into
defense policies were totally
consideration that the. Demodifferent from what many
cratic Party continues to keep
present-day Democrats believe.
control of both Houses of
He instituted the Truman
· Doctrine which beyame known
Congress and many state
as "containment" by implegovernm~nts. this exempmenting the Marshall Plan.
lifies continued support for the
He also oversaw the creation of
social and domestic .agenda. of
the North Atlantic . Treaty,
the Party. Indeed,. during the
Organi.Zation.
·
second term of the "Great
These policies would never
Communicator" Ronald Reaghave much support· today in
an, · the Democrats·· bolstered
the Democratic Party. This is
their control of the House and
why those who believe in a
regained coritrol of the Senate.
liberal
.·foreign and defense
While, on the. other ·hand,
policy
must no longer be
Jimmy Carter was the last
allowe·d
to
lead the Democratic
Democrat since 1964 to win
Party.
·
The
Party must be
the Presidency.
returned
to
the·
control of
The continued· defection of
responsible Democrats.
the so-called "Reagan Dem-

is

an

·~·

divided between all the private their pay.
and public st.ate colleges and
universities in the state.
Two weeks later, Presidents of
state colleges and universities in
Massachusetts are lining up for
pay raises of their own. The
incriments of pay range between a
five and 12% increase of their
current salaries.
On October 12, The Board of
Regents approved a 12% pay
increase to the Chancellor of
Higher Education Franklyn
Jenifer, raising. his salary to
$112,000.
It does not seem fair· that these
people, who were so concerned
over increasing the pool of
available mon.ey
in
the
Commonwealth, have taken it
upon themselves to give increase

Granted, they did not directly
increase their own pay; they had
the Board do it for them.
It is time that the public and
students, who have children
enrolled in the system or are
currently enrolled in the system,
examine the members of the Board
and. the other members in this
system. Moreover, it is a time for
change in the roster which makes
up this system.
Is it correct for them to determine
which of their colleagues should
have a pay raise, simply because
they, as Chainnan of the Board of
Regents stated, "were rewarded for
a jop well done?"
No, this is not a valid reason.

The money which is being used to
fund the hierarchy of Higher

Education could be better spent on
improving the educational
facilities in the state.
It is time these people woke up to
the probability that students do not
appreciate their self-gratification
theories.
It appears that the Higher
Educational
system
in
Massachusetts is overly concerned
with self promotion of its
executive members~ and to hell
with the students.
Action need be taken against
these small minded administrators, before they completely
deny students the rewards of
higher education.
These actions must be taken now.
before this problem gets further
out of control.

Is holiday glory fa ding?
... some thoughts on Veterans' Day
·coNTENDERE

memorial services draw lessthan-enormous crowds; retailers
see the occasion as an excuse for

What happened to the concept
of the ~'Veterans' Day assembly?"
Are the poppies of Flander's

.

.

Presidential campaign issue.
The eleventh hour, of the
eleventh day~ of the eleventh
month ...
This Friday marks the 70th
anniversary of the signing if the

Armistice, in a railroad car
oustide Versailles, marking the
end of the "World War."
Across the U. S. and Western
Europe, people celebrated this
historic event, and with good
reason: the war to end all wars ...
had ended.
For years afterward, the date
was commemorated as Armistice
Day. In time, the holiday was

changed to honor those who
fought in the name of freedom.
After seventy years, however,

it seems maybe we have
forgotten the importance of
holidays in general, much less,
· the. one at hand.
These .days, parades and

This institution was founded to
prepare its students to become
teachers, and many of the people
here today are travelling that
same route. Is there really any
more important lesson we can
teach the next generation than
pride in their -- our -- national
ourselves?
·
heritage?
I have heard several answers to
For me~ Friday is Veterans•
these questions. Most of them
have to do with the idea that Day, when we will honor those
patriotism should not be "forced." ·who risked, or gave, their lives in
(Gee. there's that Pl~dge of the name of our Constitution.
This brings up the other excuse
Allegience argument again!)
Actually, I can agree with this. I've been given for ignoring the ·
In almost any case, an oath of date: "It glorifies war;' I can live
loyalty, such as the Pledge, with that view, but I ask for one
means much more if it is taken thing: if you can not justify
freely and is understood, than if it viewing the holiday as honoring
our veterans, at least look at it
is coerced or simply recited.
Are we to .be the last for its original, and equally
generation to keep our holidays important meaning.
and value them? Has our
It is the day when, at least for
education system forgotten to tell a time, the world ended war.
its pupils what holidays mean,
Isn't that what we really want
other than a day off from school? anyway?

Has there been a conscious
effort to decrease the value of our
holidays? Or have we simply
slacked off in teaching their
importance? Maybe we are even
questioning that importance

Students need to think for themselves
COMMENTARY

some arrogant liberal who feels
that their opinion is gospel and
that everyone else's is insigni-

ficant.

By Joe Shttman

Comment staff
It seems that the American·
public is being slowly but surely
taken advantage of. The members of the liberally~oriented
media .have the preconceived
notion that Americans have a
child-like mentality and cannot
make up their own minds.
Every day people who watch
television, read· newspapers or
listen to the radio are assaulted by.
,.i, .• ~..... , . , .. ~,.

The media should keep .their
opinions to themselves and try to
respect those of others, instead of
forcing their opinions on them. .
What the public has to do is
start thinldng for itself. I have
faith in the American people and
I know that they are sensible and
intelligent enough to make their

own decisions. They do not need
someone on the local news to do
it for them.
Another thing people must· do
is stop being so
gullible.
Did
I 'C·,: '· '.""
lf ,...,.
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you. think that everything that
crune from either the Dukakis or
Bush crunpaign was completely
true'l Was Question Two on the
state referendum really bad for
you? Of course not, it
simply a media ploy.
There's an old.~ying that goes
"You can't believe everything
you read." This also stands true
for television and radio. By the
time you read this article, the
Presidential election will be over,
and people· will have hopefully
made up their own minds as to
who they voted for, without
having the liberal media do it for
them.
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Don't crack under the pressure of school
By Caitlin Andrews
Comment staff
The holidays are not so far
away, but before any student can
escape from the college activities,
each must take final exams or
hand in term papers. Some
s~dents are lucky enough to have
both. It is not easy being a college student dealing with exams,
relationships, money (lack thereof), family, and career choices.
How does anyone survive
exam week without a nervous
breakdown?
Stress is neither good or bad.
One just needs to learn how to
handle situations better. Some
students panic under stress and
work like the tasmanian devil,
causing mistakes along the way.
Other students procrastinate
and delay the stress of the
situation. Neither response to
homework is productive. Each
example adds stress; from the
mistakes and the overwhelming
feeling of getting in over one's
head.
Dr. Robert J. Kriegel describes
common reactions to stressful
situations that work against
people rather than for them as
"sabo~~~ ~inld.ng."

Tlie. five
categones 'for sabOtage thinking
t:Pe gottas," "the worries,"
"the can'ts," "the oh no's," and
"the don'ts."
The gottas" usually occur
when it seems that the days are
11

too short to accomplish all the
work that needs to be done. A
typical "gotta-type" would say, "I
gotta write my paper, read the
entire encyclopedia reference section in the library. find a date for
Friday evening, and go to the
moon and back."
The "gottas 11 make each task
harder that it really is. The "gotta
type"-panics.- rushing to get all
the world's problems solved
before lunch, and then go to
class.
Students · who have the
characteristics of a "gotta personality" write too fast, talk too
fast, and think too fast. They
often can not concentrate, blank
out on exams and forget material
already known. They act irrationally. Every task is like a life
or death proposition.
The cure for the gotta
personality" is to .take a reality
pill (take two, they are small).
Slow down and ask, "What would
be the worst outcome to this
problem?" and "How likely is it
for this to happen?"
Putting that into perspective
will relieve some of the stress.
The "worries" are notorious for
11

having headaches and sleepless

ajg~~.,~9¢\:.~~l/f;l~.~in,~ng,
and performance.
· ··
Worry-warts are too concerned
with· the "worry" than they are
with the work. This negative
thinking reduces motivation and
prevents the work from being

completed.
Most "worry circumstances"
beyond one's control- such as
other people's responses, a grade
a professor will give, and how
other people will react to an
opinion.
Do not waste energy dwelling

on this .. put the energy towards
information attitudes. and actions. One should determine what
is and is not within his control.
One can turn the "worry" into
anticipations. Thinking, "if this
happens, I will do this."

, , EXAMSI
~___....,. ROOM MATES~
//· Jo8 IN!EfNIEWs!

The "can'ts" procrastinate because they feel that there is no
way to complete all that needs to
be done - so why bother?
Overcome procrastination by
turning the "can'tslt into "can
do's." Positive thinking increases
confidence and maximizes self
effectiveness.
The "oh no's" dwell on one
poor evaluation out of 50. good
evaluations. One tends to dwell
on past failures even though the
failure is not representative of the
whole performance.
Take a realistic look at the job

.

HEL.P!

"I gotta write .my paper: read the entire encyclopedia
refer~nce section 1n the library, and find a date tor Friday
evening.·
task that need some work.
The "don'ts" tell themselves
don't screw up. This attitude
increases pressure which will
cause more possP..ility of making
an error. When one says don't

Learn to check pressure poinLs
and relieve those sabotage
thoughts. These simple suggestions may ease the stress level
for each busy college student
Since the holidays are not

worry. that causes one to worry.

going to come without stress, try

do~e.:W.~ ~· . tJw;,iQa4QT,'~;.,J:l;l~'·fui:<fl'll·'P~,.\ll:ill'';;.;1,:~11'~~1~~lii!i&1:,'!r':'~fJl:\1lll~~~1,~~'P(;Ji!l~~ilJW\~~~i~~~~:~~--l1#·~4~''11r;tY h'%'''"'~·1:"ll
hint of exaggeration involved
The resolution ~for a'-'· aon•f · coping with refat1ons.hips,
with the self evaluation .. If there person" is to be content on where exams:> roommates, family, and
are ''no hut's" about the bad one is and where one has been, career choices. This may foster
performance - learn from it. not where one is going. techniques that will be beneficial
Review the parts that were Concentrate on the ·ideal this semester and for future
successful and the sections of the perfonnance;
semesters to come. ·

Concert Dance Company enlightens Bridgewater
By John Bums
Comment staff
"Get' er offa met
She's
crushing me over hea, getter off!
Get'eroffame!"
The woman was screaming in
a heavy New York accent, as she
tried in vain to free herself from
the dog that was sitting/ lying on
top of her.
From the kitchen, her husband
was yelling back something·
about people "leaving stuff
alone."
No, this isn't a scene from
Hollywood's latest "masterpiece."
It is part of a dance.
The piece, called "Divertissement," (or simply, "D-V-T"),
was one' of five modern dance
pieces perfonned Tuesday by the
·concert Dance Company of
Boston, in the Campus Center
Auditorium.
Returning to Bridgewater State
for their second year in residence,.
the Dance Company presented the
concert as a finale to a program
of demonstrations, lectures and
masters classes that were part of
the Bridgewater State College
Foundation's Arts and Lectures
Series.
The concert was macte up of
dances cr~ted betwe.en 1981 and
1987, and featured the work of
several noted choreograph'ers,

including Mark Dendy, Lucinda
Childs, Mark Taylor, Charles
Moulton, and WendyPerron.
"Beat," designed by Mark
Dendy, opened the show. The
piece featured five dancers,
usually on the stage in groups of
four, completing most of their
motion in a "bent-double"
position, accenting. certain points
in the cadence with occasional
, upright moves.
This was followed by "New
Suit," choreographed by Charles
Moulton. A theme-and-variation
based number, "New Suit"
featured two dancers progressing
from a relatively choppy series of
moves to smoother, more
graceful patterns.
Such was not the case in
"Race," one of th~ee parts of
Lucinda Childs' "Relative Calm."
"Race" consists. as was
exr ~ ained in .the discussion period
after the perfonnance, of the same
set of moves repeated in different
17-beat patterns for the length of
~e piece.
"Divertissement," by Wendy
Perron, was created out ·Of the
arguments the choreographer
habitually overheard between her
downstairs neighbors in a New
York tenement apaftment.
The last presentation of the
evening, "Freefall~" was choreo-

graphed by Mark Taylor, and
took the. opportunity to amaze
the audience of the perfection of
its performers who, while
moving in seemingly disjointed,
individual patterns, woulG. come
together almost spontaneously to
act as one unit.
The classical rules of
choreography are virtually cast
aside in the "modem" genre. Each
choreographer is free to decide in
what way he or she wants the
dancers to express certain aspects
of the composition.
One of the students attending
the after-show discussion session
desCribed the performances· as a
sort of "impressionist art."
Deborah Wolf, ·artistic director
for the company, agreed with this
completely. "It is art," she said,
"and it can be· s~n. differently
every time it is performed.
Bridgewater State's residency
program is jointly sponsored by
the Bridgewater Alumni
Association; the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation; and the BSC Dance
Corps. It is directed by Dr.
Nancy Moses of the Departments
of Speech Communication,
Theatre Arts, and . Communication Disorders; and Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
09

Emphasizing the •seat• ·Members of·· the Concert
Dance Company of Boston In the opening number of.
Tuesday's performance.
(Staff Photo by Martha
'Thomson)
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A baseball film
hits a home run

BLOOM COUNTY

<@

----------------~

\

By Jack Coleman
Contributor

Series be decided beforehand.
More out of the anger at their
owner than for personal gain did a
Baseball has enjoyed a few of the players agree to the
resurgence of interest in Holly- scheme. The others that followed
wood lately. First came Bull did so more out of peer pressure
Du.rha.m, an off-the-wall romantic and with the realization that the
comedy set in the minor leagues. matter was largely out of their
that became the sleeper hit of the hands by the time they got first
summer. Under production now wind of it
in Milwaukee is Major League,
which will follow the tribuSayles appears in the movie as
lations of a season with the the dour and cynical sports and
Cleveland Indians. baseball's short story writer Ring Lardner,
other perennial loser. Just re- who smells fix from the first of
cently released is John Sayle's what was then a nine game
Eight Men Out, an account of the playoff. His sidekick through the
1919 Chicago baseball scandal.
film is the sportswriter Hugh
Fullerton. portrayed by novelist
To the uninitiated, eight Studs Terkel. By keeping separate
members of the 1919 Chicago score cards, they are able to spot
White Sox, considered one of the the players on the make with
finest teams ever to take the uncanny precision.
diamond. were found to have
accepted bribes in return for
Eight Men Out is a baseball
throwing the Series. While this movie that shows the dark side of
might not come as such a shock an all-American pastime. It is
today, at the time it was con- poignantly told with admirable
sidered an indelible stain upon adherence to period accuracy and
enhanced by a brassy ragtime
American society.
score. Several familiar faces
In Sayle's hands, the vie~er appearCharlie Sheen, D.B.
sympathizes with the players or
Cooper as Jackson, John Cusack
at least appreciates their motives.
and Christopher Lloyd as one of
Baseball players then did not
the fixers.
command the outrageous salaries
they do today, nor did they have
any security if they were injured
Cusack in particular is very
good as a third baseman Buck
or forced to leave the game.
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Jackson, the only Black Sox remembered today, were functional
illiterates with few if any skills
beyond playing baseball. When
the miserly Chicago owner.
Charles Cominsky, rewards them
for winning the pennant with flat
champagne instead of promised
bonuses, several of the players..
decided to get even.
Eight Men Out chronicles the
ease with which professional
gamblers and confidence men
manipulated the players' grievances. With the White Sox
heavily favored to beat the
Cincinnati. Reds in the Series, the
gamblers sensed a killing to be
made should the outcome of the

Counseling Psychology

single error.
never
accepted a penny of payola, his
"crime" was not in squealing on
his teammates after leaving the
fJX. For this he suffered the same
fate as those who personally
profitted.
There is a scene set during the
middle of the Black Sox trial,
when Weaver tries to explain
what happened to
pair of
youngsters formerly in awe of
Weaver and his teammates but
now painfully confused and
disillusioned. His soliloquy of
what baseball means to him and
why he would never give it
makes Eight Men Out worth the
price of admission.

a

Great Ameri can
Smok e-out
Thursday, November 17

BostOn-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
at Northeastern University offers part·ti.me and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.
The ctµriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-oriented courses~ In addition to classroom work ·
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
'
clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programain CounselingPsycholo gycal1(617) 437-2708. Orwriteto
· G:raduate School, Boston-Bouve College of: Human Development
Professions,· 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
.

The American Cancer Society has devoted that day
for smokers to go smoke-free for at least one day.
Support a friend who smokes to drop the addiction
Give support for a smoke free environment.

'----·----~·

A&A Metro South
Limousin e Service
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.

Elegance in Transportation
Any Special Occasion

Stretch Limo.

697-0017

Van Service
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Catch the Mighty Lunch Hour in
the RAT at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday,
November 15. The Camp~s
Center Program Committee is
sponsoring the comedian, Tom
Clark. There -will be free hot
dogs. Soda will also be available. Everyone of all ages is
invited to have a laugh.

Ken Hayes
Please report to the Ensemble
Theatre office regarding Trinity
Rep. Tickets.

Ucture
Dr. Tracy Baldrate will be
lecturing in the Bridgewater
Dining Room November 28 at
7:00 p.m. on the subject of
"Handicapped people in society."
The Campus Progdnn committee
is sponsoring this event. All are
- welcome.

Music
On October 6th, the chamber
singers of the Choral Society
were invited to the Hynes
Auditorium, which is also known
as the John B. Hynes Veterans
Memorial Convention Center, to
perform. BSC Chamber Singers
were invited along with an elite
hand picked group of organization
of the local area. The group
included Boston Conservatory,
Boston Philharmonic Orchestra,
Berklee College of Music, Opera

"#~:;:?Pl~~ti~:s~t~:e ;;g
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by .JON CALOARA

chamber group was the only
college organization that
performed singing that did not
have music as one of its
curriculum's major.
Highlights of the trip began
with the chamber group being
picked up early by chauffeur
driven buses on the afternoon of
October 6. Upon reaching the
Hynes Auditorium, the group had
an opportunity to view events
and watch other groups perform
their forte. One of the sites they
saw for example was the Larry
Bird statue at The New England
Sports Museum exhibit.
The BSC Chamber Singers
sang five different songs
including Who Shall Have My
Lady Fair and Heart of My
Heart. The Chamber perfonned
twice and entertained the likes of
WBZ Channel 4 reporter, John
Henning.
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Soon the chamber singers will
be performing at Boyden
Auditorium for the Christmas
Concert on December 9. The
concert will begin at 8 p.m.
Admission will be free.

Theatre
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Sheer Madness tickets are on sale
now for the November 30 bus
trip to Boston for the show.
Tickets are $10 at the
information booth. The bus
leaves at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 30.
The Campus Center Program
Committee sponsors this trip.

TAKE A BITE
OUT OF
YOUR TUITION
This year, you can take a chunk out of your college
costs with a part time job at United Parcel Service.
UPS Package Handlers make $8.;_9 an hour to.start
and there's no experience necessary! There's lots '
more juicy benefits, too, like steady, part time 3 to 5
hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work> chance for advancement, and a chance to get paid to shape up!
Start harvestingthe UPS fruits today. United Parcel
Service has facilities in Norwood,· Brockton, 'Natertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick,
RI. Call (617) 762-9911 for more information on
the location nearest you OReontact your Student
Employment Office.
·

UPS ... for Unlimited Potentials

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
... for Unlimited PotentiaIS
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Classifieds
Campus Reps

NeededEarn big commissions and free
trips by selling Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun,
Mexico and ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado. For
more information call toll free
1-800-231-0 113 or in Ct.
203-967-3330.

Musicians and
Entertain ers-

Earn extra money performing
for small groups of patients in
a living room setting for
approximate ly one hour.
Informal and relaxed. Call

and/or South Padre tours. We
furnish all materials for a
successful promotion. Good
pay and fun. Call Campus
Marketing at 1-800-777-2270.

Shirley Ezemis at the Brockton
Hospital 586-2600, extension
2543 for more information.

Govnmen t Homes
$1. (U Repair) foreclosures,

Spring Break Tour
Promoter- EscortEnergetic person, (M/F), to
take sign-ups for our Florida

tax delinquent property. Now
selling. This area! Call
(Refundable) 1-518-459-3 546
extension H 4404G for
listings.

Opportun ity in Travel
Industry-

Needed to promote Spring
Break trip to Florida. Earn
money. free trips. and valuable
work experience. Call InterCampus
Program
at
1-800-433-7747.

The #1 college tour operator is
looking for an efficient.
responsible, and organized
campus representative. Eamfree
trips and good commissions .
Call 1-800-999-4300.

Advertis e your car

On Campus Travel
Represtati ve or
Organizat ion -

Find out about the Comment's
used car classifieds. Stop into
the office or call us at
697:-1200, ext. 2158 for more
information..

Announcements
Oxfam America
On November 16 and 17,
students, faculty, and staff will
have the opportunity to make a
donation to Oxfam America.

Twenty-four human beings, 18
of them children und
five
years of age, die as a result of
hunger every minute of every
day.
Campus Ministry will be
solicitin fun . to Clo:ua

front of the campus dining areas
on November 16 and 17, for
people interested in making a
donation.
People on the meal plan will
have the opportunity to donate
through their meal ticket points.
They may do so by bringing their
drivers license with them to sign
up.
On November 17, the bells at
Boyden Hall will ring from 12:00
noon .until 12:05 p.m •• followed
by a short. prayer and time for
reflection.
Please take advantage of this
opportunity to make a difference.

the Office of Internationa l the following dates: Mondays,
Student Affairs across from the November 14 and 28 and
Office of Student Services, _Dec_e_m_ber
__
12_._ _ _ _ _ __
Boyden
Hall, or call

CareerT rak '89
Senior Job Fair

508-697-1208.

New Poetry Contest
Announc ed
Cameron Publishing Company
announces a new poetry contest
open to all. $1,500 First Prize

•

CareerTrak '89 will be holding
its third annual job fair for
college seniors on January 10 and
11, 1989 in New York City.
'(Discounted Amtrak fares and
hotel room rates will be

organization. Requirement s for
consideration to candidacy are as
follows: registration for a major
or minor standing in Pychology.
a "B" average or better in
Pychology courses and being in
the highest thirty-five percent of
your class in general scholarship.
If you think that you meet these
minimum reequiremen ts you are
encouraged to join Psi Chi.
I hope you will take this
opportunity to become a Psi Chi
member. This is a distinction

Public Broadca sting
Free guide to
Volunteer and
Internsh ip
Program s
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is now offering a
free guide entitled: Guide to
Volunteer and Internship
Programs in Public Broadcasting~
This 1988-89 edition contains

"1111tilliillif.111im..lllllllllllllll~1n~t~er.~e~st~e9d~in~jo~1!n1~·n~g~P~s'i~C~hi'·~c~an!'Bl'll"o

envelope to: Cameron Publishing
Company, 1109S Plaza Way
#422, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001.
The contest entry deadline is
November 10, 1988.

Summer '89
Newspa per Editing
Internsh ips

Companies from New England
and across the country will be
there to recruit seniors from ALL
majors.

To be considered for an
invitation to CareerTrak '89, you
must send your updated resume
by November 20, 1988.
Stop by the CPP Office for a

detailed CareerTrak '89 brochure.

The Dow Jones·· Newspaper
Fund is accepting applications for Tutors
its Summer '89 Newsaper Editing
Internship for College Juiliors,
Eani $5 per hour and make your
and the Minority Editing Intern own hours. Tutors are needed in
hogram ·for·· College Seniors. all subject areas, but especially in
Phi Sigma Sigma Selected interns will betiired by Accounting, Computer Science.
participating newspapers. from · Math, and Foreign Languages.
Sorority
across the conntty for a ten-week Interested. students contact Joanne
period .. (Minimum pay: $225 ./ McKee, ·Progress/ Outreach
We will be sj>onsoring a $250 w.eek). Upon successful Office, Harrington Hall,
raffle, just in time for saving for . completi~n of the program, 697-1241.
Winter Break. Proceeds will interns will receive a $1000~
benefit the National Kidney
scholarship. Application DeadFoundation~
line: November 15, 1988. For
Stop a Phi Sig for a ticket
Attention
applieation fonns contact· The
Psychbetween Nov~mber 1 and Dow Jones Newspaper .Fund, ology Students: ·
November 16. Tickets are $1. Ille., P .K Box 300, ·Princeton,
Psi Chi was founded in 1929
The drawing will be held N.J. 08543-0300. More infor- for. the purpose of encouraging ,
November 16.
mation is available in the CPP
stimulating, and maintaining
Office.
excellence in scholarship and the
Exchang e Program
advancemen t of the science of
Pychology~ Bridgewater State
Deadlin e
Orthope dic
College achieved
naitonal
Examination Clinics distiction of its own the
chapter
with
For those students interested in
the chartering installation
participating in the exchange
The College HeJllth Service Will
ceremonies conducted Sunday,
program with Crewe and Alsager be providing muscular and
bone
November
23~ 1986.
College in England, or for those and joint . injury assessment
· Psi Chi was previously only
students who have already clinics to ·students of the College
open to Juniors, Seniors, and
expressed an interest in this Commuruty•. Feel free to stop by
Alumni. This year, PsiChi will
exchange, the deadline for appli- the Health Service office
in
be inducting· second semester
cations is Monday, November Tillinghast Hall to make an
sophomores. This is .an· attempt
14th.
appointment with the Orthopedic · to make Psi Chi a viable,
For more information_ come to Physician, Dr. Scott Oliver.
for
campus social and academic

pick up an application at Dr.
Colgan's office in the third floor
of the Burrill Ave. building. The
deadline for completion and
submission of the application is
November 30, 1988.

Student Referral
Service
Many part-time job opportunities available. If you are
looking for a part-time job stop
by and check out our listings.
Our office is open Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tilling~t Hall T-6.

n
onsan
organizatio ns in 48 states,
Washington D.C., and Puerto
Rico that provide opportunitie s
to students and community
people to obtain hands-on
experience in public broadcasting .
A single copy is available free of
charge by
wntmg to:
Publication Sales, Corporation
for Public Broadcastin g, 1111
16th Street, N.W., Washington ,
o.c. 20036.

WBIM-F M

Free advertising is available to
all clubs and organizatio ns
thr~ugh ~BIM, your college
radio station. To channel your ·
Student Alumni
announceme nt, make use of the
Public Service Department . H
Relations Council
your club or organization would
like
to utilize this service there
SARC - meetings will be held
are
simple steps to follow.
on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in
the Plymouth County Room; . Public Service Announcem ent
Campus Center. New members (P.S.A.) forms are available at
the infonnation booth located on
are welcome.
the second floor of the- campus

center.

·.

To fill these out s~ply include
your _mu~e, the name of your
orgaruzation and both a -start and
finish date that you_ want the
message_ to .be read., ·Tllis form
must be .wn~ten in a _spe.aking
style as It will be read· direct!
over the air. Once the form .Y
.
IS
comp1eted• sunply return it to the
info. booth for director appro aI
by Dr. Richard Veno.
v

Office of
Admissi ons

Currently selecting students to
participate .in the Admissions
Tour Program. This program
enables prospective students and
their families to. visit the campus
and to trieet current BSC
students. Volunteers are needed
Mondays through Fridays at 11
Please plan an announcement at
am. and at 3 p.m.
least a week to two weeks in
All enthusiastic students please
advance. For. more informati ·
contact Paul Bonino in the Office
on,
K
_
cont~ct
. aren Coons,_ Public
of Admissions, Tillinghast Hall;.
: Set'Vlce Dll'ec;tor at 697-13 03 •
--·-·. . - - _,_ . . .·--·--·-·--.. --·--·--- . -'- -·- --··-·4"·--··· .... _,..__
-··'
-····
----·-- .... -.... .... ...,___
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Last rugby
game this
Saturday
Visigoths
vs.
Wentworth
1:00 p.m.
Almost- Danny Coady gets tackled after
releasing the ball. (Staff photo by Angela
Cornacchioli)

Rugby- Rick Damon looks to pass the ball off. Following behind him ure teammates (left- right) Jeff Sutherland, Mike Petrillo, Bill Marinelli, and Captain Allen
Hebb. (Staff photo by Angela Cornacchioli)

Men's Rugby has second shut. out of the season
By Andy ReCapp
Special to the Comment
The Visigoths had·the week off
and are all set to play their last
game of the season against
Wentworth Institute this Saturday
at 1:00.
The previous Saturday the
Visigoths had their second shut

Field Hockey
ends season
at the NCAA
~ament
cont.fromp.16

out of the season against New
Hampshire College 7-0. The
score doesn't tell half the story as
the Visigoths dominated in every
facet of the game.
The scoring started when a
penalty was called on NEC 15
yards out. Rick Damon easily
converted to make the score 3-0.
Near the end of the half, Paul

Cangliano made a great hustling
play as he chased his kick 40
yards and touched the loose ball
in the try zone for a 7-0 victory.
The second half went scoreless
as the fierce tackles by Mike
Collar, Jeff Sutherland, Allen
Hebb, and Mike Petrillo kept
NEC on the defense for the full

30 minutes.
Strong performances were
shown by Ken Hentshcl, Chris
Mazieka, Brian Melvin, Frank
Faherty, Bill Hunt, and Gary
Parziale. Al Scott and Joe
Foglietta both played well in a
totally foreign position, second

row.

''Iitwasrlt
rubbing
in-I just wanted

Despite the Visigoths game
being cancelled against Worcester
Rugby, Bill Hunt and Dave
Powers helped Danbury Rugby
beat Worcester RFC 6-0.
This Saturday the Visigoihs
hope for a victory which will
make the team undefeated in the
regular season.

Eddie to know

the score of
last nights game."

Strokes is a: very diffecult and a
~erv emotional way to lose a

~·hockey game, especially a
championship. game such as this.
one. The Lady Bears, in their
first NCAA tournament since
1985, played an aggressive,
fast-paced game. They are a
young and talented team that can
be expected to return and fight
next year.
Special mention must go to
Captain Kathy McGough,
(defense). Andrea Erikson (attack)
and Melinda Moleon (defense),
the· great team support and
excellent defensive and offensive
plays. To Tricia Cullen for doing
a great job as sweeper. To the
new freshman who played in
NCAA tournament: Kate
Sullivan (goalie) a tough,
intelligent and aggressive player.
To Erika Hardiman for her
aggressive team support and great
passing combinations with
Andrea Erikson. And, lastly, to
· ·Michele Magner the team
co-captain, a senior playing in
her second NCAA tournament.

The Comment is
looking for students
who are interested
in writing sports.
Anyone interested
should call the
Comment at
697-1200, ext.
2158. Or, they can
stop by the office,
and ask for Paul.

Go ahead and gloat. You can
· rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
· Reach out and touch someone~
If youtl like to know more about
.Kf&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Qutl, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

ATa.T

The r.ight choice.

BRIDGEWATER STATE ATHLE TICS

Lady Bears suffer
a heartb reake r
By Sue Crosby
Special to The Comment
The Bridgewater State Field
Hockey team competed in the
NCAA Division III Regional
Field Hockey Tournament on
Friday, November 4. Going into
the tournament the Lady Bears
were rank~d number one in the
NCAA Northeast regional poll
and seeded third in the

tournament
The four teams that qualified
for the tournament were Cortland
State University, William Smith,
Bridgewater State and Salem
State. The number one seeded
college, Cortland State, in New
York. Bridgewater was scheduled
to play the number two team,
William Smith at 2 p.m. on
Friday.
Bridgewater came out strong in
the first half, maintaining
possession of the ball from the
start, but William Smith soon
gained strength of their own and
the struggle began. Bridgewater
scored off a corner in the first
in from the. erid lme td at y
McGough, who hit a stinging
shot to the goal. Players from
both teams fought for the ball in
front of the William Smith net,
but the ball went in, bringing the
score to 1-0.

During the second half, the.
play was evenly matched.
Halfway through 'the half,
however, William Smith scored..
Bridgewater tried dilligently to
score again, but by the end of the
second half the score was 1-1.
The game continued into triple
overtime (3-10 minute periods) in
which Bridgewater dominated
play with tight defensive play,
aggressive offensive play and
maintained possesion of' the ball :
most of the time. The Lady Bears
were still unable to score
however.
The Bears were forced into
three scoreless overtimes and the
officials called for a stroke off.
.Five William Smith players were
selected to go up against the
Bridgewater State goalie, Kate
Sullivan (one on one) and five
were selected from Bridgewater to
go against William Smith's
goalie. Andrea Erikson, Martha
Wall, Melinda Moleon. Kathy
McGough and Michele Magner
were selected as strokers for the
1 iam m1
a score
goals while Bridgewater had
sc'Jred none. So the final score of
the game was 2-1 because only
the first;stroke is counted in the
scoring..

BEARS TRIU MPH
Bridgew ater defeats WNEC with ease
By Angela Cornaccbioli
Comment staff
The football season has
come to an end, and with it a
final victory over Westem New
England College. The Bears
shut out WNEC 34-0 Saturday
to fmish with a 5-4 record.
Bringing in the ball for
Bridgewater were Mark
Sarkisian
with
two
touchdowns; Rob Charters,
Tom Egan, and Jerry McGrath
each scored one touchdown.
Charters also scored on 4 out
of 5 extra kicks.
Leading rushers for the day
were Sarkisian with 108 yards,
Sean Connor with 67 yards,
and Bob Brackett rushed 58
yards.
Season totals in scoring
have Charters with 66 points,
Sarkisian with 24 points, Ed
Sopp and Eagan each with 18
points, Jeff Lane, Brackett, and
McGrath have six points, and
Tim Philpott scored two
points.
Interceptions were m.ade
throughout the year, six by
Chris Patota, five by Sean
Frazier, three from Carlos
Jorge Orta, Dave Adams, Paul
Burke, and Connor each had

The next Doug Flutie? Quarterback Rob Charters drives
one interception.
through the WNEC defense. Charter gained 25yards and
Overall, BSC outsc
a touchdown with his 10 rushes during the game. (Staff
1
photo by Poul Cournoyer)
· :~.,li'1~~~,~--
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One, two, three, ....... hut, hut, hik·e·

C C Winne rs

Heads!: Soccer player Joe Bonano goes against the ·
Westfield State goalie off a comer kick. The Bears won the
last MASCAC game l-0 to wrap up their season. (Stoff
· photo by Paul Cournoyer)
·
·

Men's Soccer pulls
. off a winning season
·The Mens Soceer Team ends this season.with an impressive
record of nine shutouts; six straight wins, a first time ever victory
~over arch-rival Salem State and their.highest.finish everin the ·
'· MASCAC competition. All in all, this is the Mens Socce.rTeam 's :
,best season record since 1979. They end with an incredible (10- ·
6-2) record. Congratulations Team

Hike!:The Bears .powerful offensive line squares off against the Defense of Western New
England College during their last game of the season. They ended with acrushing 34-0
shutout. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)

